SERIALIZATION, BUILT-TO-PRINT

When serialization requirements are imposed by Buyer, all goods, including spares, test units, etc., with the same base drawing number (regardless of configuration dash numbers) shall be assigned sequential serial numbers. The serial number shall include Seller’s Commercial and Government Entity (CAGE) code number followed by a dash and the sequential number assigned by Seller (e.g. 18355-001). Serial numbers shall not exceed sixteen characters. Goods for repair, rework, or rework to a new configuration with the same base drawing number shall retain the original serial number.

Seller shall indicate serial numbers in all shipping reports. Listing serial numbers by ranges is acceptable provided that any breaks in the range are so noted (e.g. S/N 18355-001 thru -0010, 18355-0012 thru -0020, 18355-0025 thru -0030 for a total of 25 parts). If goods are delivered in multiple shipments, only the serial numbers of the goods in a given shipment shall be listed in the shipping report for that shipment.

Registration instructions to obtain CAGE code number are available on: http://www.bpn.gov/bincs/begin_search.asp